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House Resolution 1920

By: Representative Brockway of the 102nd 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending the Georgia Society of Hospital Engineers in honor of its 50th1

anniversary; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, since its inception on October 1, 1964, the Georgia Society of Hospital3

Engineers (GSHE) has assembled not only many of this state's most qualified hospital4

engineers, but also supervisors, maintenance managers, and other hospital and medical center5

personnel, all with a focus on improved patient care; and6

WHEREAS, GSHE provides many sources to its members, including activities to help them7

develop skills in hospital engineering, communication for the dissemination of information8

on current practices, new knowledge, or technology, and a forum on health care issues to9

explore and explain the impact of these issues on hospitals and facility management; and10

WHEREAS, GHSE was initially begun in the southern half of Georgia and is an allied11

member of the Georgia Hospital Association; and12

WHEREAS, the society expanded quickly as early officers and boards of directors initiated13

innovative programs aimed at providing immediate benefits to member hospitals across the14

State of Georgia; and15

WHEREAS, sharing its knowledge, early members of the society combined their expertise16

and ideas to ensure that Georgia hospitals provided the best possible services; and17

WHEREAS, GSHE has kept pace with promising innovations, quickly making new18

information readily available to its members through events and training; and19
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WHEREAS, from the vision of its early members, GSHE has grown from a small regional20

alliance of hospital engineers to a strong, state-wide organization focused on the professional21

development of its members through networking and training.22

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that23

the members of this body recognize and commend the Georgia Society of Hospital Engineers24

on the occasion of its 50th anniversary and express to the society their most sincere best25

wishes for continued success.26

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized27

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to the Georgia Society of28

Hospital Engineers. 29


